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To dog lovers everywhere:

Thanks for loving your “Watsons.”

It is a glorious thing to be loved by a dog.

 



 



“Dogs are our link to paradise. They don’t know evil or 

jealousy or discontent. To sit with a dog on a hillside on 

a glorious afternoon is to be back in Eden, where doing

nothing was not boring—it was peace.” 

– Milan Kundera 
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Meet Watson, Our Best Friend
CAN I ASK a favor of you?

Think about your best friend. How did you meet? Did you seem to

connect right away? What is the craziest time you remember with this

friend? Have you laughed together until your sides hurt and it was hard to

breathe? Has your friend done goofy stuff? Or is your favorite memory of

the two of you simply hanging out together? Is this the kind of friend who

just lets you be…you? 

OK, now another favor. Close your eyes. Visualize your friend. As you

do this, you will probably have a whole flood of memories swim through

your mind. A smile will likely form on your face. But that’s good, right?

Friends like this are special. Very special.

This book is about our dog, Watson. He was that kind of friend. Watson

was that kind of special. 

My wife and I each had cats in our lives when we were kids. I also grew

up with dogs. A few years ago, we moved into a new house. Soon after, we

became “cat people” with the addition of Stuart. His black and- white-coloring

made him look like a fuzzy butler. Not long after, Albert came to stay. He

was also black and white. Our daughter loved having these “little butler

brothers.” 

 



But we all thought it seemed right to add a dog to the family. After some

discussion, we determined a good dog for us would be medium-small, about

30 pounds. 

“Life is what happens when you’re busy making other plans,” they say.

My wife, daughter, and I went to the Idaho Humane Society’s website and

reviewed all the great dogs they had available. When we discovered the

post with Watson’s enormous smile, beaming from ear to floppy ear, with

a butler’s black- and white- markings, we couldn’t resist his happy face.

What did it matter that he was more than 60 pounds? Ignoring our previous

plan, we made tracks to meet this Watson.

We were nervous about going to the pound. What if we didn’t like

Watson? What if he didn’t like us? It turned out that our first visit with

Watson was our only visit with him, since we all immediately fell in love,

us with him and him with us. 

Over the next four years, we enjoyed a wealth of experiences with

him, by him, and through him. He literally changed our lives. We believe

that we changed his, too.

Watson taught us many things, but especially to love going for walks.

It’s true that dogs need to get exercise every day, and taking them for a walk

is an awesome way for them to get a good workout. It’s just that he enjoyed

his “walkies” so much that we grew to love them, too, just to watch him
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enjoy them. Dogs notice just about everything going on around them, and

Watson was no different. His floppy ears would perk up at the tiniest

sounds. His nose would jab into undergrowth to see what was there. Watson

loved discovery. To him, every day was new, so every part of the day was

new. And every new thing was great!

You know what? Watson was right! Every part of every day is new,

even the plain, old stuff. Because it’s now—always now—the old stuff

can become new. It can change. It can become better.

Watson taught us the joy of discovery and to love listening for the tiniest

sounds in our lives—and his life. We learned, from our brilliant dog, how

important it is to not take anything for granted.

What follows is intended to tell Watson’s story through our family’s

eyes. But we’d also like to honor him by making it more than just that. We

learned so much from him, enough so that we hope to convey a message, a

“takeaway”—even an inspirational reflection—that you can carry through

your day. Perhaps you’ll be able to carry it even further.

Our four years together were not nearly enough. Cancer took our boy

when he was only seven. Even so, it was enough time to form a deep

reservoir of “Watsonisms” to share. If, until now, you haven’t considered

yourself a “dog person,” perhaps this will show you what you’ve been

missing. 
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Watson’s Dance

Even though he was generally the first in our family to be fed in the

morning, Watson would often be the last fed in the evening because

his feline brothers were far more insistent about being waited on. The cats

yelled. Truth be told, because of Watson’s very good manners, the bipeds

in our house would sometimes entirely forget to feed him his dinner.

Watson would wait until his persons were done eating before coming over

to one of us. Then, he’d gently nuzzle one of our arms, grateful that we

were taken care of. “Perhaps now you could take care of me?” he seemed to

be saying.

When he realized that we realized he was still waiting to be fed, he would

immediately ramp up the excitement level to a point just shy of manic.

We called it “Watson’s Dance.” It included circus elements, not unlike when

elephants walk around on only their hind legs. While Watson could not
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Psalm 138:1

Thank you! Everything in me says “Thank you!” 

Angels listen as I sing my thanks. 

(Or, in Watson’s case, “dance my thanks.”)



quite walk on just his back legs, he was highly skilled at leaning back on

them for a moment, with his front paws high in the air. Then, he’d drop

back onto all fours but raise one front paw and jump up and down with the

other front paw like a pogo stick. Repeat. It was entertaining enough that

we’d sometimes wait a minute or two to experience the full show. But most

of the time, guilt would win out, and we’d quickly deposit his evening

kibbles to a very patient and constantly grateful creature.

One way Watson showed his gratitude was through his unbridled enthusiasm.

Another way was in how undemanding he was; in his patience, he revealed

gratitude that the others in his family were taken care of. What’s your way?

Do you think there is a better way to show gratitude? Even a best way? If you

do, write down why that it is. Remember, there is no “right answer.”

Watson’s Dance
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Watson’s Bed

A s far as the pets went, Watson was bigger than his feline “brothers” by a

factor of roughly four to five times. Nevertheless, his brothers didn’t

much care about his obvious dominance in the size contest. Virtually every

day, we’d find Watson lying next to his bed with a somewhat mournful look

on his wide face. Then, we’d notice one of his little brothers was sprawled

across the middle of his bed. Watson appeared to be pleading with us to

intervene on his behalf against the interlopers.

Some days, the cats would arrive too late, and Watson would already be

in his bed. So one or more of the felines would simply sidle up next to him

and get to work on a nap. Again, he’d give us a mournful—even aggrieved—

look. He seemed to be saying, “Look, my persons. This is my bed, right? I

guess it’s OK that my pals are here, too. I mean, at least I can spread out
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Psalm 145:8

God is all mercy and grace—not quick to anger, is rich in love.



since I got here first. But as you can see, Albert here is lying against me, and,

you know, I don’t want to roll over and squish him!”

But not once did Watson growl, bark, or bully his smaller housemates

off of his bed. He’d share his bed even when he was already in it. He’d submit

to being displaced from his comfy bed, rather than demand his own way.

Even when the look on his face was saying he wasn’t as comfortable as he

wanted to be, Watson would soon drop his head down—often right next to

his feline buddy—and fall asleep. Sharing was more important to Watson.

Watson’s way of showing grace was to freely give up—daily—his bed for

one of his numerous “brothers.” In what ways do you show grace? Do you have

a brother or sister you need to share with? Is it easy for you to show grace to

others? Hard? Is there something different you could try?
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Watson and the Front Door

A dog’s DNA preloads them to be “territorial.” At least that is what the

experts say to explain why dogs get excited and bark at strangers.

Generally, a dog’s impulse is to protect. Watson’s was to get nervous.

Whenever anyone came to our front door and rang the bell, Watson

would leap up and run to the door at half-speed, “boldly” whimpering all

the way. Immensely curious about what—or who—stood on the other side,

Watson was usually equal parts nervous and wishing-to-be-boldly curious.

If we didn’t answer the door quickly enough, he’d whimper louder and

run around until he found one of us to open it. It was a peculiar thing to

observe—a dog nearly undone by an internal, consistent battle between

curious and nervous.

But curious always won out over nervous.
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Philippians 4:6–7

Don’t fret or worry. Instead of worrying, pray. 

Let petitions and praises shape your worries into prayers, 

letting God know your concerns. 

Before you know it, a sense of God’s wholeness, everything coming 

together for good, will come and settle you down. 
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Watson’s way of discovering new things was accomplished by pushing

through his anxiety and allowing his curiosity to always win. Is that how you

deal with anxiety? Does nervousness get in the way of your discoveries? If not,

what could you do to strengthen your curiosity?

Watson and the Front Door
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Thank You!

Click here if you’d like to purchase the full book.

http://www.amazon.com/Watsons-Way-Lessons-Earned-Brilliant-ebook/dp/B00JS1U6G0/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1426202368&sr=8-1&keywords=watson%27s+way



